AURORA YOUTH BASKETBALL 2020: COVID-19 PROTOCOLS
ALL PARTICIPANTS




Participants should try to provide their own ball for practices. We have a limited number of balls
for each size that can be loaned out if you are unable to provide one for your child
Aurora Parks and Recreation will maintain team rosters and contact information for each
coach/player
Each team must designate a person responsible for monitoring all safety protocols

PRACTICE / GAMES - ALL LEAGUES










Everyone must conduct a self- evaluation (or parent-evaluation) prior to arriving to event. Any
player, parent, or sibling experiencing symptoms must stay home
All players, coaches, and officials must wash their hands and/or use hand sanitizer before all
games.
Due to limited gym space - One parent/spectator per player is allowed and must stay in
designated spectator area
It is mandatory that coaches, players, and spectators wear masks whenever not actively
participating in games
6’ distance between players and coaches should be maintained at all times
Each player will have a chair placed in the designated area. Equipment, water bottles etc. should
remain in this area for the entirety of the game
Officials must adhere to 6’ social distancing practices when interacting with players, coaches and
spectators on and off the court
Coaches will conduct practices before games – with social distancing guidelines of 6’ whenever
possible
No congregating before or after games by players coaches or spectators is permitted

PRE-GAME GYM PREP





Designated player seats will be lined up on the court sidelines to assist with social distancing.
Each player should sit and place equipment, water bottles etc. by their chair and should remain
in this area for the entirety of the game
Time will be allotted between games to allow teams and spectators to exit the gym prior to new
teams and spectators arriving
Hand Sanitizer will be available to players, coaches and spectators

AFTER THE GAME
Players will line up and acknowledge their opponent recognizing that the 6’ social distancing rules are in
effect. Each team may come up with an appropriate routine signifying a good contest to the opposing
team. No congregating. No group snack at the gym

ALL LEAGUES (General)
The Ohio Department of health has mandated that all coaches, players, and spectators to wear face
masks when not actively participating in games.
On game day - All players, coaches and spectators will enter and exit through the gymnasium entrance
located in the back of the building. Access to the other parts of the building are prohibited
Incoming teams will refrain from entering the gym until the other teams have cleared the area. Players,
coaches and spectators (one spectator per player) should remain in their vehicle until the teams
currently in the gym have left. A gym supervisor will be on site to assist as needed.

